In the above-mentioned article, in Figure 3 , the vertical axis of the righthand plot should be labeled 1 − Cumulative Probability. Also, in the legend for Figure 10 , the words "solid lines" and "dashed lines" in the second sentence should be exchanged.
Finally, on page 964, the last four lines from the bottom should read: The optimal threshold is high when this slope is high and, thus, p s and (d r − m r )/(r r − f r ) are low, and the optimal threshold is low when these parameters are high. A high threshold is termed 'adaptive choosiness', because missed detections are relatively frequent (but false alarms are infrequent). 0. These truncated normal distributions express probabilities in proportion to the cumulative probability for values 0. This proportionality preserves the cumulative probability = 1.0 for all possible values of sensor activity. Possible probability density functions and cumulative density functions of activity in a receiver's sensor are shown for noise and for signal plus noise. An example of a receiver's threshold is also shown. One minus the CDFs for levels of activity in the receiver's sensor at the threshold indicate p F or p D , in the cases of noise only or signal plus noise, respectively. 
